
Quarantine Quiz # 5 (The Partner’s Quiz; Foursomes (Alt Shot) and Four-ball) 

Live Review: Friday, April 24, 2:00 PM  

Players in the same question are partners unless noted 
All questions are stroke play with the Central Links Golf Hard Card unless noted. 

Each question is asking for a specific score on the hole and the answer may also be disqualification. 

 

1. Todd and Baile are playing foursomes.  Todd’s tee shot comes to rest in a fairway bunker against a pinecone.  Baile 

removes the pinecone and the ball moves.  Todd picks up the ball cleans it and replaces it correctly.  Baile plays onto 

the green and Todd holes the putt.   What is the side’s score for the hole?   

 

2. Doug and Taylor are playing foursomes.  Taylor’s tee shot comes to rest on the fringe.  She marks, lifts and cleans the 

ball and replaces it on the correct spot.  Doug holes the putt from the fringe. What is the side’s score for the hole? 

 

3. Jacque and Nelson are playing foursomes.    Nelson’s tee shot comes to rest on the putting green.  Jacque takes her 

stance for the putt and Nelson is standing behind the hole on an extension of the line of play past the hole and says to 

Jacque, “You are lined up perfectly, make it!” Nelson moves away, Jacque stays in her stance and holes the putt.  What 

is the side’s score for the hole? 

 

4. Casey and Ryan are playing four-ball.  Casey makes a 4 and Ryan makes a 5 on the hole.  Before teeing off the next 

hole, it is discovered Casey used a non-conforming ball on the previous hole.  What is the side’s score for the hole? 

 

5. Todd and Taylor are playing four-ball.  At the first tee, Todd is not present, and Taylor tees off in time.  Todd arrives 

after Taylor has played her second stroke onto the green.  Todd says, “Taylor, that putt breaks a foot to the right”.   

Taylor hits the putt and it breaks a foot left missing the hole, she then taps makes the remaining two-foot putt.  What 

is the side’s score for the first hole? 

 

6. Doug and Baile are playing four-ball.  On their final hole, Doug holes out for a 4 and Baile holes out for a 5.  After 

returning the scorecard and before the event was closed, it is discovered by the committee while playing the final hole, 

Doug removed a divot and improved his conditions affecting the stroke (CATS) and did not know that was a penalty. 

What is the side’s score for the hole? 

 

7. Jacque and Ryan are playing four-ball.  Both players have taken one stroke and are on the putting green.  Ryan marks 

and lifts both balls and cleans them.  He then accidentally places his ball on Jacque’s spot and Jacque’s ball on his spot, 

lifting the ball marker each time.  Jacque holes the putt and Ryan says, “Nice birdie partner”, and picks up the ball on 

his spot and realizes it is Jacque’s ball.  Ryan replaces his correct ball on his spot and holes the putt.  What is the side’s 

score for the hole? 

 

8. Casey and Nelson are playing four-ball and sharing a caddie.  The shared caddie accidentally moves Nelson’s ball in the 

fairway and Casey see this and replaces it correctly.  Casey and Nelson complete the hole in 4 total “talent” strokes 

each.  What is the side’s score for the hole? 

 

9. Doug and Nelson are playing four-ball.  Both players have taken two strokes and are on the fringe.  Doug plays 

Nelson’s ball onto the green and immediately notices it was a wrong ball.  Nelson is helped by watching the ball break 

to the hole.  Nelson places a substituted ball on the original spot and plays it on to the green.  Nelson holes the putt 

and Doug does not correct his wrong ball and both players tee off the next hole.  What is the side’s score for the hole? 

 

10. Jacque and Todd are playing four-ball.  Todd’s ball in two strokes is 3-feet from the hole and Jacque is in a greenside 

bunker in two strokes.  Without anything being said, Jacque blades her ball that would likely have gone over the green 

and OB.  However, it hits Todd’s ball and goes into the hole while Todd’s ball goes into a nearby penalty area.  Both 

players walk off the green and then tee off the next hole.  What is the side’s score for the hole?  


